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Abstract
The main object of this paper is to investigate several geometric
properties of the solutions of second order ordinary dierential
equations.
1, $I_{h}+rd_{\lambda C}+,ar\downarrow$
$L_{e}l$ $A$ $d_{CA0}t_{e}$ the $c[a\sigma g$ of $k_{nc_{d}}t_{\iota^{t}a\eta g}f(g)norma/|^{I}sd$
$b_{\nearrow}$
$f K+ \sum_{\prime\iota=2}^{oo}a_{\nu/}z^{h}/ (t. \uparrow)$
$wh_{IC}^{t}h$
$\mathfrak{a}r\not\subset \mathfrak{a}_{f'}hq(b|^{1}C)r_{t}\prime tA$ $pemrnl^{\backslash }\{d^{\backslash }sk$
$u=\{Z:s\epsilon \mathbb{C}c_{fl1}d \downarrow 8|<\uparrow\}.$
Also, $1e_{-}\ddagger$ $S,$ $S^{*}anAS^{\lambda^{(}}c\alpha$ ) $d_{bno}te$ the $Su\iota_{C}[a\sigma\sigma$es
$0f$ $Co\cap 6|^{1}sb_{J}^{t_{\eta}}$ $0 \oint t_{\ell 4\}\uparrow cb_{0}'}$ り $g\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\sqrt{}l_{\iota 1}^{t}d\uparrow\alpha r\ell,$ ,
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$|\triangleright SP\chi ノ^{}\{\lambda\psi||v\alpha}t,$ $s+a\vdash l_{1^{\backslash }}kew\prime\backslash \# res\rho ect$ to $fAe$
$0\vdash\tau^{\backslash \backslash }|3^{\prime n},$
$\alpha\eta ds\star qt(_{1^{\backslash }}ke of order \alpha_{\grave{l}M}U(0\leqq,\alpha<l)$ . $\mathcal{T}hus.,$ $b\nearrow$
$c\{\mathfrak{e}f_{7}' n\iota'+_{|on_{/}}^{\backslash }we$ have $(see k\prime t(et_{\mathfrak{U}^{\backslash /}}[t^{\backslash },4])$ ,
$s^{x} \int\propto)$ $\}\prime f\epsilon A$ ana $Rel\frac{\not\in fc's)}{\mu)}\}>*(\not\in wio_{\approx}^{\zeta}u<(\}$ $(f. 2)$
a $nA$
$s*tl=S^{*}(o)$ . $(1, 3)$
$F_{[(}dh_{e\iota\cdot rore_{ノ}}$
$\mathcal{S}_{P}$
$d_{e}$ れ$ote$ $+h_{e}$. 牡 $4b\circ\{as\sigma\epsilon S$ $ofA$ $W^{1}\backslash fh$ th $C$
$P^{ro}P$モヒ $t_{\gamma}$
$| \frac{zf^{r_{(9)}}}{\# ll)}-|$ $|<$ $R\not\subset\{\frac{zf^{(}lS)}{+(S)}\}$ $(z\epsilon\cup)$
ノ
$(\downarrow\backslash ^{\backslash }\triangleleft)$
$q,4$ $\llcorner]C\fbox{Error::0x0000}$ de $r\iota ot_{e}$ the $\sigma_{1A}bc$ {as $s$ es $ot$ A $w|^{1}$ th $+k_{e}P^{ro}P^{ert}\nearrow$




$\alpha rk$ $\sqrt{}$ . (1 ) $f(z)\in\lfloor\rfloor cy\Leftrightarrow$) $\not\in f^{\iota_{(g)6}}S_{P}$
(2) $S_{P}CS^{*}(\frac{1}{l})$
$2$
, A $C\dagger\alpha S9$ $f$ $b_{0\mathfrak{u}n}deA\}uncb\prime\sigma\gamma_{tS}$ $\alpha\eta d$ $e4V\{\backslash be\sigma u|t_{5}$
$L_{e}\tau$
$B_{J}$








$\propto$ 寡 $a\{\lambda^{b_{1C}^{\backslash }}$ $\backslash /nu\prime\{\kappa$ 架 $Wb_{\iota\zeta}^{t}.h$
$W(8)|$ $<J$ $(zet1|$ $J>0)$ . $(2, 2)$
$D_{9}\}\iota^{\backslash }\mathfrak{n}_{1\dagger_{IOt)}^{\backslash }}^{\backslash }$ ILet $H_{I}$ be the $C\{\alpha;go\}$ Co $rp^{I_{4\cross}}\}_{\mu\wedge cb_{ons}}$
$h(\mathfrak{U},V)$
$sQt_{1S}^{\iota}\{\backslash \gamma^{1A}3$ each $o fH\uparrow ek\int|_{oW\iota^{t}\iota\uparrow s}CO\mathfrak{n}A^{t}+_{onS}^{t}$ ;
$(|)$ $ht(\{,tr) \prime^{\backslash }S C\circ nb_{\#)\{\{gtkS}^{\backslash }\prime\fbox{Error::0x0000}\}\backslash \alpha$ $c\downarrow aw\iota q_{\mathfrak{l}}^{1}\eta Dc\propto X$ ae $r'$
$t)(0_{1}0)eD$ $\alpha\}\iota a\lfloor$ $|h(0,O)|<J$ $(J>0)I$
$(\dot{[}i\prime\dagger)$
$|h(y_{6^{\lambda^{\backslash }}\prime}6k\mathfrak{e}^{4^{\backslash }\theta})|<x$ wheneve $r$ $(Te^{\lambda^{\backslash }}b, Ke^{A^{\backslash }\theta}).\in D$
$(\circ\epsilon|RJK>\sim J\succ O)$ .
$E_{\cross ah\{p^{1}e}|$ . It $\prime^{\backslash }se_{-}\alpha 9_{/}^{\backslash }|_{y}$ seen that the $\kappa_{AC}\{_{\tau^{1}\sigma ns}$
$(\prime)h(\{\lambda, V)=r_{t\lambda*\iota r}\epsilon'\downarrow\dashv_{\mathcal{I}}\prime\backslash |\gamma\epsilon\not\in(8eY\underline{\gg}0)_{\nearrow}D-\sim \mathbb{C}\cross C$
(2) $k(.\vdash, s)--ト^{}2\dagger\gamma\cdot+S\epsilon H_{J},$ $O-arrow C\cross C$
$D_{e}f|^{1}rl^{\backslash +_{I^{\iota_{\theta\eta}}}2}\prime-$
$\lfloor_{e}theH_{I}w|\backslash +h_{C0}\iota$ ヒヒ es $p^{0\mathfrak{n}A_{1k}^{\backslash }}g^{\Delta_{oMA1\eta}^{\backslash }}D,$
We $d_{eno}\{eb_{\nearrow}\S_{J}(h)$ the $c(\alpha ss\Phi\cdot\uparrow\dotplus\iota\{ncb_{ors3^{1^{\backslash }\vee en}}^{t}w^{(S)}$
$b_{\nearrow}r2_{\backslash }\{)_{ノ}wh^{1},h_{q}req\mathfrak{n}a|\gamma^{f_{iC1t\gamma}^{\iota^{\backslash }}}(j_{an}dS\alpha b_{1S}^{t}f_{\mathcal{X}}e\alpha ch_{\theta}f$
$+_{\mathfrak{r}}\downarrow A9^{c\fcircle n}\{h_{0\eta}^{\backslash }s$ :
$t\prime)$ $(\phi_{j}(Z)$ , $8w^{l}(B\rangle)\epsilon D$ $($ \S $\in$ U $)$ ,
$(\prime\downarrow$
ノ
$|)$ $|h($似$)[g), {\} \omega^{\ell}(S))|<J$ $(\not\leq\epsilon\cup|$ $J>0)$
,
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The $f_{ttMC}h_{e\eta}^{1}$ $c\{ass$ $\int_{J}(h)$ $\grave{|}S$ bO$ $enp^{b}\cross\cdot$ $1_{h}d_{e}d_{/}f_{0\psi}$
$\wedge\eta\gamma$
$h\epsilon H_{\ddagger}\prime$ we $hav4$
$W(S)=$ $C_{\iota}\not\supset$ 6 $B_{J}.$ (h) , (2.3)
$f_{0\vdash}s_{\mathfrak{U}}fh_{C1eu}^{\langle\backslash }t|_{\gamma},$
$sw_{1}a|\}$ $|c_{1}|d_{e\gamma en}A_{|\iota(9}^{t}$ $0$ ta $h.$
$w_{e_{-}}$ $Aee_{-}Atk_{C}+_{0}|\downarrow 0\prime 3$ $|_{Cmu}$久 $S$







$L_{emmA}1$ $t_{aa}A_{S}$ $\mathfrak{U}S$ $|\backslash mmeA_{t^{t}4}*_{C\{}\gamma\tau_{0}t$ $eb||_{O\psi t^{\backslash }\backslash s}$
$\ulcorner ee_{t\lambda}|+,$
$wh_{1}'$ ch $\alpha\{so9^{\prime^{t}ve_{\aleph}}b_{\nearrow}C6)$ .
$\lfloor_{en\mathfrak{n}a}2$ ([6]) Let $h6H_{J}q\gamma\lfloor 0\downarrow$ [et $th_{G}t_{\mathfrak{U}ncb_{a\mathfrak{n}}^{1}}b(z)$
be $an\alpha \mathfrak{l}_{\nearrow}t_{|^{\backslash }C}\backslash |Auw'\prime$ th
$\{b$ (薯) $t$ $<J$ $(\not\in\epsilon\cup\prime\}$ $0<Jrightarrow\leq|)$
If fhe $+_{0}|\mathfrak{l}_{oW\mathfrak{l}A}^{\backslash }3$ $\backslash \backslash |n|b^{\backslash _{e\iota}}|_{-va}t_{\mathfrak{u}e}$ $P^{\Upsilon O}bt_{eu\iota}$ :
$h(\omega tS)$ , $aw'(8))=b(g)$ $(W(O)\overline{-}O)$ $(2_{\iota}4)$
$h_{\propto s}$ a $s_{0}\mathfrak{l}_{\mathfrak{u}+_{I^{\backslash }}\sigma \mathfrak{n}}$ $\omega(*)ox\mathfrak{n}\alpha|_{\chi^{b_{C}^{\backslash }}}I^{\backslash }nU,$ $+h_{e\nu)}$
$|VJ(8)|$ $<J$ $(\S\in u\prime\dagger 0<T\leqq\})$ . $(2_{\iota}5)$
$\lfloor|_{5_{t\nu 1}^{\backslash }}3$ Le, ww4 A 2, we $prov\epsilon$ of $s\circ v\mathfrak{e}\ulcorner\alpha\{$ $\vdash\rho S41t_{s}$ .
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$F_{0\psi}$ $e\cross\alpha Mt^{1_{e}}j$
$\overline{\backslash }\mathfrak{R}_{\mathfrak{e}orem}A$ $(S_{et}[6])$ $L_{\mathfrak{e}}\lambda\alpha(z)n$ $b(\S)$ $b_{e}$
$ana|yt_{C}^{\backslash }$
$|\}\backslash \uparrow UW1'*$
$|$ \S $( b(z)-\frac{\{}{Z}c_{\lambda}'(X)-\frac{\{}{+}[Cx($茎$))^{2})|< \frac{(}{2}(2_{c}6)$
へ $\gamma)C\lfloor$
$|. \alpha(\not\in)|<|. (2, 7)$
Lek $W(3)\Delta_{e\mathfrak{n}0}f_{e}+h\otimes.$ $so[_{\mu}-f_{t^{\backslash }On}o+th_{e}|\mathfrak{n}\dot{|}\backslash cb_{|^{\{}a}\{_{rightarrow\fbox{Error::0x0000} \beta}|ue$
$P$ い$Ob\{_{gvn}$ /
$\omega^{\prime_{t}}($ \S $)$ $+a,$ $\downarrow z)W'(S)+b(p)w$ $($ \S $)$ $\overline{\sim}O$ $(2$ 、 $\triangleright)$
$(\not\supset\epsilon\cdot uJ$ $\lambda \mathcal{N}(0)\sim\infty\omega^{I}(6)rightarrow\{$ 科 $)$
$Th_{e\gamma)}$ $\omega(g)$ $S$ $S\{_{avl_{t}^{=}ke}$ $\iota^{\backslash }n$ .





$s$ $/\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{A}1(Z)\underline{\wedge}r_{L}\mathfrak{e}^{A^{2}}s_{\iota\aleph}^{Y}\sqrt{}$ , $Th^{\iota},S$ $\triangleright_{[a\eta C}b_{oA}^{\backslash }M\zeta\S\}\backslash tS$
$r\mathfrak{t}_{\alpha v}1_{\grave{t}}ke+u$ 寡 $Cb\backslash _{o\eta}.$
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3 $M_{a1^{\backslash }\cap}$ $\vdash eS1\lambda|\{s$ $c_{\lfloor AC}\lfloor+h_{e1V}^{\backslash }$ $CSe$
$-\lceil h_{eo}\mathfrak{l}^{\rho}em1$ $L_{e}\{a(8)ar/db(\epsilon)$ be $a\eta a\gamma\grave{|}Y)U$ $w\grave{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}+h$
$| Z(\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}(\S)-\frac{/}{1}\mathfrak{a}^{J}(\not\in\cdot)-\frac{\{}{4}[\alpha\{\mathfrak{z})]^{z})|<J^{\cdot}\langle\epsilon e[\int,\primeo$ く $J^{-}\langle))$ (3 . t)
$\mathfrak{a}$ 寡 $A$
$|a(Z)\downarrow\leqq k(0\langle K\leqq 2-2J)$ . $(3, 2)$
Let $w\{l)(t-\epsilon U)b_{e}\iota_{r}h_{e}s_{0}1_{4}b_{0\eta}^{\backslash }0f+h_{\mathfrak{e}}|\backslash M\prime b_{1a}^{s}\downarrow-\nu a|_{\downarrow{\}C}$
$prob\{ewt(2_{t}S)$ . $\urcorner|$en ノ $w^{(}?)/s\backslash sb_{Qf})_{1}'\ltimes \mathfrak{e}0\uparrow orde\psi$
$\not\in-$ $rightarrow k2$
$P$ $oO\}.$ $Th_{e_{-}}$ $tmnsf_{0\Gamma ma}+_{I^{\backslash }Oh}$
$M(3)= e\cross P(-\frac{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}{2}\}_{a}^{?}$杁 $($; $)$ $A;)V\{P)$ (3. 3)
$1_{CA}d_{S}$ $t_{0}+h\mathfrak{e}horn\mathfrak{g}\sqrt{}+_{0\vdash w}$
$\prime v^{\prime,}($き$)+(b-.$ $[$氏 $($雲$)2)V(i)=O$ $(3, 4)$
$a_{A}d$ $v(\mathfrak{o})\approx$ $t_{f^{l}}(0)-\{rightarrow\sim O.$ $If$ we $\overline{P}^{t1}t$







$[[ \Lambda[8)]^{l}*\}\lambda(t)+\sum\{\lambda^{t}(\not\in)=arrow Z^{2}(b(*)_{2}rightarrow\perp a^{t}(\not\leq)-\frac{\iota}{*}[\alpha\alpha f)$ , $(3_{\backslash }6)$
科 $\iotarightarrow$ $e{\}^{\mathcal{U}}$ $\vee\alpha \mathfrak{l}_{\dot{e}\wedge}+|_{\nearrow}$
74
$h(1([3), g\{\lambda^{t}\zeta S))\approxrightarrow s^{2}(b(Z)_{Z}^{\perp}-a^{[}(8)rightarrow\frac{1}{*}[a\propto)J^{2})$
, $(3, \gamma)$
wheve $h(\psi, S)=-|ト^{}a_{+}t+S$ . It $\backslash |Seas\gamma^{t_{0}}ch_{ec}k$
$h(\gamma\cdot, S)\epsilon\cdot H_{J}j$ $\mathfrak{e}$ ワ
$)$ $h(\ell, s)$ $\prime S\backslash$ $c.0\nu\}t_{t^{\backslash }\cap l\lambda\theta qS}$ $IVt\backslash$ $\mathbb{C}X\mathbb{C}$ $1\backslash$
$|)$ $(o\prime 0)\epsilon\not\in\cross\not\subset l|h(O, 0)|=0$ $<J)$
$)$ $|h$ $($ J $e^{\wedge^{\backslash }b,}ke^{\wedge^{\backslash }6})|\sim\geq J$ $(k\geq J)$




$L_{emm\propto}Z$ , we $ob\}\mathfrak{g}_{t^{I}}n$ $|' LA\ell S)|<J(?\epsilon u)$ .




$\{-J$ く $\fbox{Error::0x0000}R\not\subset\{\frac{gv^{[}(g.)}{v\ell \epsilon)}\}<$ [土 $J$ $(\cdot\not\in 6|J)$ . $($ 3. 8 $)$
$F$ 計屋$ (3. 3) / we $h_{\alpha\vee e}$
$e\cross p(l\perp\backslash _{a}^{\epsilon_{\lambda(\xi)A;)}}\cdot w(i)=$ $v({\})$ . $(3$ $\mathfrak{q})$
$L_{6}th_{n_{I/C\mathfrak{g}}^{\backslash }}[\}$
$d^{\backslash },\#_{er\rho\nu/}t_{1^{\backslash }\alpha}t\}^{\backslash }\eta\backslash g$ $0+(g_{I}q)$ $\{u_{S}t_{0}$
$\frac{\sum\eta\wedge 1^{t}(\S)}{\omega(g)}\epsilon$ $\frac{ZV'(\not\in)}{v(\not\in)}-$ $\frac{z}{2}\propto(8)$
.
$(3, (O)$
$C_{om}b_{3}^{\backslash }|\mathfrak{h}(3_{\iota}9)_{ノ}(3.$ $\{0)\alpha n.d(3.2)_{J}$ w2 $h_{\alpha ve}$
75
$R\otimes\{\frac{\yen W^{t}(S)}{\omega(g)}\}\underline{\geq}R\mathfrak{e}\{\frac{zv^{/}(2)}{\mathfrak{n}ノ (?)}\}-|\frac{8}{2}a(S)|$
$>$ $\iota-J-\frac{1<}{2}$ $(86u)$ ノ $(3, \sqrt{}1)$
$wh_{\mathfrak{e}re}$
$0$ $<2I\dagger K\leqq\cdot 2$
ノ
$\mathfrak{a}_{\gamma}d$ $t-h_{\mathfrak{l}(S}$ $\omega(\S)$ $|S\backslash$ sfa $v!_{I}^{1}k_{\epsilon_{\triangleright}}$
$o\uparrow$
$0\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} de\triangleright$
$4- Jarrow\frac{K}{2}$ Q.E. D.





$th_{e}$寡 $+h\epsilon$ $s\delta \mathfrak{l}_{\aleph}b^{\backslash }$,加 屋 $\{$
$Z^{2}$
$\omega^{l}\prime(g)\sim\frac{2}{3}z\omega'($客 $)+\overline{9}4\mathcal{N}(2)=0$ $($ 3. $\dagger 2)$
$g^{p}$
$\backslash |S$
$w$ l\S $)$ $\wedge\sim$ $\sqrt{;}\mathfrak{e}6.$ $s_{1\eta}^{\backslash }\underline{\sum}6$ $S^{*}(\frac{\{}{3})$ .$\sqrt{3}$
$N_{ex}t_{\nearrow}$ we $\nabla^{ro}$ v4
$\neg h_{eorem}$ $2$ Let CX(Z) $ahd$ $b\downarrow\not\in$ ) be $\mathfrak{a}m\gamma\prime^{t}C\iota n\backslash Uw\iota^{\backslash }fh$
$| \not\supset(b(\S)-\frac{1}{2}a^{1}(\S)\sim\frac{1}{*}[a[\S)]^{a})|<J^{\sim}(\not\in\epsilon\llcorner|, 0<T<)$ $(3_{\iota}\{3)$
$a$ 寡 $\theta($
$\{.\mathfrak{a}$ [\S $)$ $|\leqq$ $K$ $(0<$ $\downarrow<\leq\{-2T)$ $($ 3. $|4)$
$\llcorner et$ $W(*)(g\epsilon\lfloor J)be.$ $\star h_{\mathfrak{e}}@o1_{u}+_{/^{\backslash }Oh}0+\theta_{e}\backslash |ht|b_{a}^{\backslash }\mathfrak{l}_{rightarrow \mathcal{V}A}|_{ue}$
$P^{r\fcircle blem}$ $(2_{i}8)$ $Th_{e}$ ノ'俺$\supset$ $(\not\subset)\in S_{P}.$






$\frac{ZWt(8)}{w(S)}-1$ $\leqq$ $| \frac{SU^{(}\sim(8)}{\wedge\gamma(S)}-\iota|+|\frac{\neq}{2}\alpha$ [$$)$ $|$
$< J\dagger\frac{k}{2}$ $(z\epsilon-\cup)$ . $(3, |5)$
$p_{h\iota\eta}$ (3. {1) $\alpha no\lfloor(3_{n}IF)_{ノ}$ we $ob\cdot ト_{}d\prime^{\backslash }$
$R\mathfrak{e}\{\frac{\not\in\eta_{\mathcal{N}^{1}}(\S)}{\omega^{1\neq)}}\}\rangle|\frac{Z\omega^{1}(S)}{W(?)}-||$ $(0<2\mathcal{I}+K\leqq(, (3、\downarrow 6)$
$2 \epsilon u)_{ノ}$
$+h_{a}\{\backslash |S,$ $u$
$($ \S $)$ $\epsilon S_{P}$ . Q.E. D.




$R_{a}$ so $\mathfrak{l}_{\{\lambda}f_{16\wedge}^{(}$ $of$
$\phi f't(S)rightarrow\frac{\not\in}{2}\omega'f8)+\frac{Z}{t6}\omega\angle$ $($ \S $)$ $=$ $0$ $(3, |^{1}1)$
$\S^{2}$






$F_{\iota x\vdash+h\circ t\gamma n}v\psi e\supset$
$w$ a $P\vdash v$ve $+h\mathfrak{e}\{_{0}[|_{0}$禍 $||\prime|J\backslash$ $t-h_{eQ}\vdash e_{r}ms.$
$\eta_{\mathfrak{e}oVem}3$
$\lfloor$ et $zP^{C2)}$ be $\alpha v\iota a\{\nearrow\not\in\backslash |^{\iota}c\eta tlw|^{1}+h$




$0' f+h_{e}\dagger_{0}|1_{0\fbox{Error::0x0000}\iota^{\backslash } \eta}3$ $A_{1}^{l}\cdot ff_{e}|\prime e\nu|h_{\mathfrak{g}}^{\backslash }|e\mathfrak{g}t\downarrow a+_{|^{1}\delta[)}$
$\eta\wedge r^{l_{/}}(3)+P^{(3)\omega(t)=0}$ $(3. t9)$
$w\grave{|}th\omega[0)=0$ and $\omega'f8$ ) $\dagger O$ $Th_{en}$ the $So|_{t\lambda}f_{1^{t}\theta h}$
$\eta vlZ)\prime s\backslash$ $st_{\alpha 1\vdash}1_{1}\backslash keo+0\}\prime d_{C}r1-J$ ノ thot $|S_{J}\backslash$
${\rm Re} \{\frac{8w'(P1}{w(\S)}\}\rangle$ $1-J$ $(8\xi-U^{1},0\langle T=<\})$ . $(3_{\iota}|\uparrow)$
$Pr_{oO}+$ $W_{e}$ $P^{t(t}$
$\{\lambda$ (薯) $= \frac{zu^{1}(\epsilon)}{w(8)}-\iota$ $(s\epsilon\llcorner])$
,
$(3, 20)$
$-Th_{e\eta}$ $ulS)$ $|^{\{}S$ $qm|\mu\prime^{1}C|h\backslash$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT},$ $[\Lambda[o)=oq_{\eta}4$ $(3, \{\theta)$
$bec\sigma m\mathfrak{e}s$
$[\lfloor\lambda\downarrow Z)]^{Z}+$ $1\not\in[g)\dagger zu'$ $($ \S $)$ $=_{(}-Z^{2}\gamma(?)_{ノ}$ $C3\prime 2\{)$
$o\vdash$ $gt^{tA\dagger v\alpha 1_{en}tt_{X}}1$
$(\mathfrak{u}t8)$ , \S $\mathfrak{u}^{l}|2))=-z^{Z}\beta^{18)_{\nearrow}}$ $(3, 22)$
$where$ $h(\triangleright, s)\simeq\vdash\iota_{+\vdash+}$ S. $\iota+|^{\backslash }se\alpha\sigma\chi^{t_{0}}check$
$h(r, s)\in\cdot H_{J^{-}}.$ $F_{\gamma\sim}oV\eta$ a $sS^{\iota\iota v}\eta Pk_{0\gamma?}^{{\}},$ $WQh_{ave}$
$|z^{z}P^{(8)}| < J (\not\in\epsilon-\lfloor J\prime' 0<\iota<\vec{-}|)$ .
$By$ $\mathfrak{l}\lambda 51^{\backslash }\eta 3$ $L_{e_{W}w\propto}2,$ $\mathcal{N}e$
$obt_{Q\prime}^{\{}$ 寡
$| (\lambda(\not\in)| < ]. (z\epsilon \prime|0<\mathcal{I}_{\vec{-}}<\prime)\nearrow$
禍 $h_{tc}h,$ $|n\backslash$ $\fbox{Error::0x0000}|eW\backslash \delta+$ the $\psi\cdot e1_{\lambda}b_{ohS}^{1}kP$ $(3, 2O)_{J}$
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$\gamma^{c}|efd_{S}$




$\urcorner b_{15}^{\backslash }$ meqn S $(W$ $($ \S $)$ $\in$
$S^{*}(\{\sim J^{\sim})$ . Q. E. D.
$\dot{R}_{e\nu n}$qrk 2 $l_{n}C\eta],$ $Sh_{a1\eta S}$
ノ
$k_{\mathfrak{u}}Ik_{a\nu-n\grave{|}av\iota}d_{-}J_{q}h_{can}3^{I^{\backslash }b\grave{t}}$
$|n\backslash t_{ho}d_{uce}$よ $th_{e}+_{0}11_{ow\ln}^{t}3c1_{ass}SD(d,\beta)$ .
Let $S^{\backslash }D\zeta d,$ $?)b_{e}+h_{\mathfrak{e}}h_{m/}\backslash \iota_{\mathcal{X}^{o}}f\{_{\langle s,nc}b_{a\nu\iota s}f\{\S)\epsilon A$
$sa+_{|st_{\mathcal{X}^{i^{\backslash }Y\uparrow 3}}}^{\backslash }$
$+h\mathfrak{e}$ $|^{\backslash }\eta et^{1\lambda a}[|\prime t_{X}$




ノ $0arrow\sim<P$ く $1)$
$\vee\sqrt{}e$
$Cq_{\mathcal{M}}$ sea $SD(1, o)=S_{P}$
$|_{I}\sqrt{|}$ext , we $p\vdash 0ve$ $\dagger$he $+_{0}|\{_{0Wt^{\backslash }n}5+h_{eoY^{\backslash }em}.$
$Th_{eoV' em}$ $4-$ $L_{e}t$ $Fp(\S)$ $b_{e}a\mathfrak{n}\alpha l_{\nearrow}t_{\mathfrak{l}^{\}}C}$
$\grave{\iota}nU$ with
$[zP^{\zeta}.?)\{<\backslash \overline{J.}$ $($ \S . $\epsilon$ $\prime O<T^{\underline{\zeta}}|)$ . $Le\{$ $w(?)/z \epsilon\int JJ$
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be th $C$ $SO\{[\wedge+_{1^{\backslash }0\mathfrak{h}}$ $\theta\}$ $d_{\mathfrak{l}^{\backslash }}ff_{even}f_{|^{t}\alpha}|$ $et^{[l(a}+_{1^{1}OI\eta}$ $(3, 48)$ .
The加 the $So|_{\mathfrak{U}}+_{7^{\backslash }0h}$ $\omega(*)\cdot|s\backslash$ $I^{\backslash }$ A $SD(q, P)J$ $|_{\iota}e_{\iota_{J}}\backslash$
$R\mathfrak{e}\{\frac{S\omega^{l}(?)}{\omega 1S\rangle}$ $\}$ $>X$ $\frac{\S\omega^{1}(2)}{\omega(S)}-1$ $+\ell$ (3. 25)
$( \not\supset\epsilon u\int 1$ $0$ く $T\leqq$ $\frac{1-\beta}{t-\}\propto})$ ,
$wh_{ere}$ $K2\emptyset$ $\alpha hA$
$0\underline{4}p<\{.$
$\rho_{|roe}f$ . A $d_{1\eta}^{\backslash }$
$t_{0^{1}}$ $\dotplus he$
$P^{\vdash\Phi O}t$ $of$ $m_{\mathfrak{e}0\vdash em}3_{ノ}$
$we|$ $h_{\alpha ve}$ $\langle$ 3. $23)$ . $m_{ere}\mu_{ve},$
$K_{e}\{\frac{g\omega'(\S)}{wt*)}\}\rangle$ $\dagger-J\underline{2}\kappa J+\ell\underline{2}d|\frac{zw^{l}1\epsilon)}{w18)}-\{|\dagger\beta$
$(0 \langle\tau\leqq\frac{1\sim\theta}{1\dagger d}\prime\aleph Zo, O\underline{\leq}\beta<\{)$ .
$7h_{A}\{$ $|S\backslash$ $w(Z)\in SD(d$ $p)$ . Q. E. D.
$\sim E_{X\alpha w/P}1_{e}\sigma$ $tI)$ $L_{\rho}\tau$ . $P(8)=\frac{6}{7}-\frac{4}{\triangleleft-q}Z^{2}|Y)\backslash \mathfrak{n}_{eotem}3$
and Theore $ua\triangleleft.$ $The\cap$




ノ $\omega(\int)\epsilon S^{*}(\frac{3}{\triangleleft.q})$ .




$\backslash 15$ 曳り $( \sum)=$ I $e^{arrow}$ $A|_{S0}J$
$Re\{\frac{Z\omega'(Z}{\omega f8)})\}>\frac{3}{14}|\frac{8W^{/}(S)}{\phi\sqrt{}(z)}-||$
$/\prime,$
$\mathfrak{e},\backslash \prime w(\epsilon)eSD(\frac{3}{14}\prime 0)$
.
$F_{\mu\psi}th_{ettnaVQ},$ $\omega\{2)\epsilon S^{\backslash }D(\frac{{\}}{7}\nearrow^{\frac{\{}{4\uparrow}})$ .
(2) $L_{\mathfrak{e}}t$ $P(\#)$
$Th_{\mathfrak{e}\eta}$
$| \sum P(z)|<$ $\frac{92}{16\mathfrak{q}}J$ $t-h_{\mathfrak{e}re}\mu_{re}$
$R\mathfrak{e}\{\frac{?w^{l}(S)}{\wedge\mu(S)}\}>\frac{S7}{16\mathfrak{q}}$
$/$
$fh_{q}tI^{\backslash }S\nearrow$ $W(\S)6$ $S^{*}(\frac{\theta 7}{16\mathfrak{q}})$
,
$A_{V}\downarrow dth\mathfrak{e}so|_{[A}t_{1^{\backslash }0h}$ 切 $($ \S $)$ $of$
$w^{l,}(z)+( \frac{6}{\prime 3}-\frac{\triangleleft}{16\uparrow}\epsilon^{2})k\sqrt{}(3)=0$
$-\cdot E^{2}$





$\prime w(\S)\epsilon SO(3_{J}$ $\frac{q}{\downarrow 6{\}})$ . hlso ノ $\omega(S)\epsilon SD(2, \frac{3\sigma}{[6\uparrow})$






$\frac{C_{oro}\{1_{at_{Y}}1}{/}$ We $cons_{1^{\backslash }}4er$ the $Weber'5A_{1}^{\backslash }\#_{ere\eta}f_{1^{\backslash }a}\iota$
$e{\}^{b_{\mathcal{O}}^{t}}\mathfrak{u}(\alpha$
$(y^{\prime,}(8)\dagger$ $(. \lambda\uparrow\cdot\frac{1}{2}-\frac{Z}{4})4\tau(z)=0$ $($ 3. 26 $)$
$\mathfrak{c}f$ $| \Lambda^{L}+\frac{\dagger}{2}-\frac{2}{\triangleleft}|$
$<$ $T$ $(g\epsilon U$ ノ' $0< \int\leqq|)$
ノ
$th_{en}$ $th\mathfrak{e}s_{0}|_{t\lambda}+_{10h}\wedge\int(\S)\grave{|}ss+_{\lambda\gamma}\cdot|_{1}^{\backslash }ke$ o$ $a$回 er $\sqrt{}-J_{J}^{\neg}$
モ$ト_{}C(t$ $\grave{|}s)$ $t^{\backslash }f$ $($ \S $)$ $\epsilon S^{*}((\sim\int)$ .
$\underline{\mathfrak{c}_{oko}||0\vdash v2}$ We $\omega hS^{\backslash }|de\triangleright$ the Weber's $A_{1}^{\sim}*_{Ve/\wedge}t_{1a}^{\backslash }($
$et^{u\alpha}+,\iota_{O}$寡 $(3, 23)$ .
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